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Abstract: A recurrent topic in language typology are adpositions within a crosslinguistic perspective. This paper questions whether there are similarities in form
and function of spatial adpositions in Adamawa languages. Based on data of existing
grammars and fieldwork results, form and function of the adpositions in question
will be presented and discussed. The main result is that almost all languages show
a generic adposition expressing spatial relations in general. First a theoretical
overview about formal and functional features of adpositions is presented. This is
completed with an excerpt of the relation between spatial marking and noun classes
and a short introduction in spatial deixis. The theoretical explanations are followed
by an empirical comparative study which attempts to empirically back up the
theoretical conclusions and presents the results.
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1. Introduction
This paper discusses whether there are similarities in form including
position and function of adpositions. Thereby I focus on languages of
the Samba-Duru group. The data is based on personal research or
existing language descriptions. This article discusses the following
languages: Kolbila, Samba Leeko, Dii, Pere, Doyayo, Beiya, Riitime
and Kobom representing the Samba-Duru group (Kleinewillinghöfer
2011; Littig 2016; 2018), Mundang (Elders 2000) and Nganha (or
Mbang) Mbum of the Kebi-Benue group (Elders 2006; Hino 1978;
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Hagège 1970a; 1970 b), the Zing dialect of Mumuye (Shimizu 1983),
Lwàa (Lua) of the Bua group (Boyeldieu 1985), Fali (Kramer 2014)
and Longuda (Vigeland forthcoming) as presented in Table 1 in §2.
The languages’ names are listed referring to their subgroup (head line)
of the Adamawa language continuum.
In general, an adposition expresses spatial or temporal relation of
one term and a linguistic unit, in some cases semantic relations are
expressed as well (DeLancey 2005). Adpositions may derive from
nouns, verbs and adverbs (Heine et al. 1991; Hagège 2001; Hopper
& Traugott 2003). Some languages only show a small highly gram
maticalized set, whereas others show large sets of elements with “very
lexical meanings and functions” (DeLancey 2005: 187). In languages
with a smaller set, the adpositions function as markers of core relations
and mark adverbial relations (ibd.). Tröbs (1998) classifies terms of
adpositional function in Jeli (Mande) according to their degrees of
grammaticalization, in formal adpositions, lexical adpositions and
complex adpositions. Formal adpositions do not have synchronic
relation to the lexicon. Lexical adpositions refer to an expression
synchronically existing in the lexicon. Complex adpositions are formed
by lexical and formal adpositions. Hopper & Traugott (2003) distinguish
between primary adpositions and secondary adpositions. In corres
pondence to Tröbs (1998) primary adpositions form a restricted set of
monosyllabic forms expressing the grammatical relation of a term and
the head of the adpositional phrase (formal adpositions). Secondary
adpositions define concrete relations and are developed from a con
nection of a primary adposition and a relator noun (complex adpositions).
In addition, adpositions are classified according to their position to the
term they relate to or better the noun phrase they occur with (Dryer
2013). Prepositions precede the noun phrase; postpositions follow the
noun phrase (Dryer 2013). Circumpositions are secondary adpositions
positioned on both sides of the noun phrase (Reindl 2001). Ambipositions
can be either a preposition or a postposition, refer to circumpositions
or are words that function as a preposition and postposition simultaneously
(Libert 2006). Adpositions also differ considering formal aspects, they
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occur phonologically bound or as free forms. They show morphological
features or differ in position (preceding or following the head noun)
or are even postposed to a full sentence. Their formal differences will
be discussed in the following sections as well. Previous works on
Adamawa languages did not focus on adpositions at all. Adpositions
were rather marginal or not discussed in the language descriptions of
the 1990s. If they were mentioned, they were referred to as “preposition”
as a general term as well as “fonctionnels”, “indicateur de function”,
“marker” or “particles” and analyzed as “clitic”, “particle”, “free
position”, “affix”, “pronoun” or “demonstrative” (Hagège 1970a; 1970b;
Wiering & Wiering 1994; Boyd 1974; Hino 1978; Bonhoff 2010;
Bonhoff & Boyd 2003). Working on adpositions, I realised that spatial
constructions were described as such and could therefore be examined
better. I therefore concentrate in this survey on adpositions expressing
spatial relations.
On the discourse level this contribution deals with spatial deixis.
Spatial deixis is defined as “that aspect of deixis which involves
referring to the locations in space of the communication act parti
cipants” (Fillmore 1982). The discussion of spatial deixis and spatial
relations interacts with the question how space is expressed in a given
language in general within a frame of reference. A frame of reference
represents coordinate systems that involve the conceptual constituents:
figure (i.e. the entity to be located), ground (i.e. the reference entity),
origin (meeting point of the frame’s axes), and angular specifications
(i.e. direction or angle between figure and ground) (Diessel 2014).
Levinson (1996; 2003) adds a viewer or a viewpoint that must not
be identical with the origin of the frame of reference. He establishes
an alternative typology of frames including three different types, i.e.
the relative frame of reference, the intrinsic frame of reference, and
the absolute frame of reference. Definitory feature are the number of
arguments involved and their alternating properties. Spatial adpositions
form part of the argument structure and therefore count for the
number of arguments. In the following I will refer to spatial deixis
considering the location of figures within a spatial frame and how
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spatial adposition are grammatically involved to express their relations.
Adamawa languages tend to express space with structures involving
referential markers like adpositions or other deictic expressions (Littig
forthcoming). The general questions of the survey are presented in
the following section.

2. The survey
Based on the definitions presented above I question what kind of
adpositions the individual language has according to their function (i.e.
spatial, temporal, semantic etc.) and form (i.e. phonology, morphology,
position etc.). I also consider if there is a generic adposition that
functions to express spatiality in general. If a language has such an
adposition I discuss its forms, positions, and variants. I describe if
adpositions are part of spatial expressions (in, on, at, above etc.). I will
show whether there are formal similarities (i.e. phonological,
morphological, position) all over the Adamawa language group. The
survey starts with Longuda, the Bua languages, Mumuye and Kebi
Benue and closes with the Samba Duru Group. An overview of the
survey languages (and their sources) sorted after language subgroups
is presented in Table 1.
Table 1

The survey languages
Samba Duru Kebi-Benue

Mumuye

Kolbila

Zing dialect Lwàa Deele

Mundang

Samba Leeko Nganha Mbum
Dii
Pɛrɛ
Doyayo
Beiya
Riitime

Bua

Longuda Fali

Guyuk

Boulgou Fali
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2.1. Longuda
According to Vigeland (forthcoming) the five dialects Cerin, Deele,
Guyuk, Gwaanda and Kɔla, spoken in the north-east of Nigeria, form
the Longuda language cluster that is classified as a separate group
within the Adamawa languages. I rely on Vigeland’s yet unpublished
data for the Deele and Guyuk variants. A preposition á expresses spatial
relations in general. á precedes the noun it relates to. Specific deictic
frames involving a position specifying expression (i.e. in, on, above
etc.) form a circumposition around the head noun. This can be observed
in Fali (see §2.5.) and in Beiya (see §2.6.6) too, as will be presented
below.
(1) Deele (Vigeland forthcoming)
á
tɩ́-kə́
sə́kíyə̀
prep tree-cl
behind
‘behind the tree’
(2) Guyuk (Vigeland forthcoming)
á
zɩ́-kə́
yɔ̂w
prep town-cl inside
‘in(side) the town’

2.2. Bua languages
Boyeldieu et al. (2020) refer to 14 languages (3 extinct) forming the
Bua group spoken in Southern Chad. In their paper they refer to the
noun class system of Kulaal representing the group and reconstruct a
class *-U_ku including body parts and places. In Boyeldieu et al. (2018)
they refer to “gender kʊ̀/ṭʊ̀ [that] contains four terms, the behaviour of
which looks more or less irregular” covering the expressions Pseudocedrela
kotschyi (tree), mouth, millet, village (urban area). In general, there is
no data for spatial constructions for the Bua group yet1, but Boyeldieu

1

In Boyeldieu et al. (2018) we find the Kulaal expression fán
̰ ̰ for ‘west’.
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(1985)2 gives an appendix with a story in Lwàa, of which I extracted
some possible spatial constructions.
(3) a. ɲìīn
tàːm
sāáːl
wàɲ
̰
nè
1sg.e
want.ind
go.vn
chief
at/to
‘Me [I] want to go to the chief.’ (Boyeldieu 1985: 409)
b. īì
mál
nè
3pl
put
there
‘They put [it] there.’ (Boyeldieu 1985: 411)
In both examples (3a) and (3b) there is a postposed element nè,
translated as at/to (in French: chez) and there (in French: là-bas) by
Boyeldieu (1985). In Boyeldieu’s paper on personal pronouns I
examined two examples mentioning the spatial expression dāàn
(middle).
(4) a. ŕ
tī
ŕ
lə̀g
r̀
súl dāàn
3sg.s stay.ind 3sg.s look_at.ind logs.poss head middle
‘He stayed (and) thought about (lit. looked at his own head).’
b. á
wò ɓīīr tī à
dāàn ʔín [...]
3pl.s prog ask at logs.poss middle thus
‘They were asking among themselves (lit. in the centre of them
selves) thus...’ (Boyeldieu 2020)

2.3. Mumuye
Mumuye forms a dialect cluster that is spoken in Gongola state,
Northeastern Nigeria. Shimizu (1979) mentions at least fifteen dialects
of Mumuye. I focus on the Zing dialect of the Zing group as presented
in Shimizu (1979; 1983). Zing is spoken in the town of Zing (Zinna)
and some adjacent settlements (Shimizu 1979; 1983). The dialect has
prepositions and postpositions. There is a preposition á expressing
I translated the examples and revised the gloss in accordance with the Leipzig
Glossing rules.
2
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general spatial relations and a postposition ni, referring to spatial
containment (in). In example (5) the use of both adpositions is
presented.
(5) ɓeè

mò̩
shoo ni ɓa ya
2sg.poss ear
in neg q
‘Aren’t these in your ear?’ (Shimizu 1983: 138)
dem.pl

á

prep

The preposition á takes part in spatial expressions, as example (5)
shows.

2.4. Kebi-Benue
The Kebi-Benue group, named after the rivers Mayo Kebi and Benue,
forms a language group of Adamawa and is identical to Greenberg’s
Adamawa 6 and Boyd’s Mbum or Lakka group. The group includes
about 20 languages spoken in Cameroon, Chad and the Central African
Republic (Elders 2006). For the survey I included Mundang (Elders
2000) and Mbum of Nghanha (Hagège 1970a; 1970b) and Mbum of
Mbang Mboum (Hino 1978) spoken in the region of Ngaoundéré,
Adamawa Region of Cameroon.
2.4.1. Mundang
Elders (2000) describes a preposition kə̀ expressing spatial and temporal
relations. He glosses the preposition in French à. The preposition occurs
in sentences with body parts, spatial nouns or spatial adverbs as pre
sented in the examples.3
(6) máláŋ hɩ̰é ̰́ bɩ̰ŋ̄
kə̀
yâŋ
girl
dem deliver prep house
‘This girl gave birth at home’ (Elders 2000: 243)
I translated the examples given originally in French to English and modified
the glosses.
3
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(7) ʔà
yà-rā
ha̰a
̀ ̰̀ kə̀
dòyàŋ
3SG..ipFV be.vn-pl there prep Doyang
‘They live in Doyang’. (Elders 2000: 243)
(8) pa̰a
́ ̰́
nò
kə̀
nə́n ɓò
herbs cop.loc prep eye 2sg.poss
‘There are herbs in your eye’. [Don’t gossip.] (Elders 2000: 243)
In (6) and (7) the preposition precedes the place of the action
described in the sentences. In (8), a proverb, the preposition relates to
a body part and interacts with a copula nò that Elders (2000: 292ff.)
calls “copule locatif-existentiel”, a copula expressing universal locative
existence. If the copula is combined with kə̀ (or other prepositions), it
bears a locative meaning. kə̀ does not specify the spatial reference
frame (Elders 2000: 254), but takes part in constructions involving the
locative copula as pointed out in (9).
(9) nò

lɩ́lɩ̀
outside
‘It’s outside.’ (Elders 2000: 293)
cop.loc

kə̀

prep

In summary the adposition kə̀ functions as a general modifier used
with a specific spatial expression and as a usual preposition with general
spatial meaning that does not require additional information on spatiality.
2.4.2. Nghana Mbum and Mbang Mbum
The data provided in Hagège (1970a; 1970b) is not satisfying. The
author relates to a specific structuralist theory, according to which he
provides and classifies his data. Adpositions are grouped under the
labels “fonctionnels” or “indicateurs de function” (Hagège 1970a: 117).
There is no spatial adposition that expresses spatial relations in general
or no data is provided for such an adposition. I highly doubt the lack
of a general adposition as all other languages show such an adposition.
He presents a form à that he translates as French de (Hagège 1970a:
115) but à is not analyzed as an adposition. He does not clarify if he
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considers à as a preposition with no function in a sentence or a relator
between two words like the French preposition de. A deictic meaning
is not excluded. He only shows, in comparison with the preposition bí
(translated as French dans ‘in’), how à cannot be combined with
a deictic expression (Hagège 1970a: 116). à is not categorized at all
and there are not enough examples given, so that I could not analyze
the function of à myself. Therefore, I could not decide whether à has
a spatial function or not. He lists several elements including the spatial
expressions bí “dans” (‘in’), dìgà “depuis, de” (‘from, since’), há
“jusqu’à” (‘until, to’), kàbí “par l’intérieur de” (‘from the inside’),
hábí “jusqu’à l’intérieur de” (‘to the inside’), ngêr “sur” (‘on’), tìbà
“sous” (‘under, beneath’), fôl “devant (‘before, in front of’), bêl “à côté
de” (‘beside, next to’), bíl “à l’inértieur de” (‘at the inside’) (Hagège
1970a: 116). The expressions are combined or show a consonantal
ending (-l) that might be a spatial marker. There are no further examples
presenting the use or the function of these elements. There is only one
example that shows the position of bí that is preposed, see example
(10). I therefore assume that the other so called “indicateurs de function”
are prepositions too. The demonstrative àí might consists of the element
à and a referential marker í but as there are no contrastive examples
provided, I cannot validate this assumption.
(10) gûn
àí
bí
pàk
pàn
child
dem
in
hut
be_still
‘This child is (still) in the hut’. (Hagège 1970a: 116)
In Hagège (1970b: 301) examples for the use of bí as a rather
general spatial preposition in a generic function are given, see (11a,
c). The author also shows that bí is facultative, as it easily can be
dropped without changing the meaning (11b, d).
(11) a. bí làù
pàk
in middle hut
‘in the middle of the hut’
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b. làù
pàk
middle hut
‘in the middle of the hut’
c. bí nzák mbì
in river bank
‘at the river bank’
d. nzák mbì
river bank
‘at the river bank’ (Hagège 1970b: 301)
The lack of data and the poorly explained examples prevent
a detailed analysis at this point. Even in comparison with the Mbum
variant of Mbang Hagège’s assumptions are doubtful. Hino (1978)
mainly presents spatial expression either in combination with bí or
with à and not isolated (Hino 1978: 335ff.).

2.5. Fali
Within the Adamawa language group Fali is nowadays classified as an
isolate (Kleinewillinghöfer 2019). It is spoken in the North Region of
Cameroon in an area from Garoua in the South to Dourbeye and
Bossoum up North (Kramer 2014). I will concentrate on the data of
the Fali of Boulgou. Analogous to Mundang, Fali shows mainly pre
positions (there is one circumposition, expressing directionality4).
Kramer (2014) describes three primary adpositions and eight secondary
adpositions. There is one adposition ɐ̀ expressing spatial relations and
occurs within a prepositional phrase as in example (12)5 (Kramer 2014:
176ff.).
The circumposition tɐ̀ ...wɐ̀ is listed in the overview of all adpositions in
Fali (Kramer 2014: 176), but not further explained in the following, there are no
examples given for its use and no assumptions if it is formed by a combination
of the postposition ɐ̀ , which might be considering its phonological form.
5
The examples are translated from German to English and slightly modified
according to the Leipzig Glossing rules.
4
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(12) ee
na:-si
ɐ
gopɾi
ɓɐ̀
as
climb-pla
prep
hill
ccg
‘As he climbed up the hill again.’ (Kramer 2014: 176)
ɐ̀ expresses spatiality in general and takes part in secondary
adpositions specifying deictic reference. Kramer (2014: 181ff.) analyzes
them as presented in the following:
(13)
ɐ̀ dát ‘behind, after’
<
(14)
ɐ̀ ɗɐ̀ ngkpes ‘in front of’ <
					
(15)
ɐ̀ mis ‘in, under’
<
(16)
ɐ̀ fák ‘on’		
<
(17)
ɐ̀ gin ‘to’		
<
(18)
ɐ̀ ndèr ‘in’		
<
(19)
ɐ̀ lès ‘under’		
<

PREP ɐ̀ + da:ti ‘back’
PREP ɐ̀ + ɗɐ̀ ng ‘counterpart’ +
kpe:si ‘face’
PREP ɐ̀ + mi:si ‘inside’
PREP ɐ̀ + faw ‘heaven’
PREP ɐ̀ + gini ‘place’
PREP ɐ̀ + nder ‘in’
PREP ɐ̀ + les ‘under’

ɐ̀ is combined with a noun (or even a compound as in example
(14)) forming a prepositional construction with a general spatial
adposition and a grammaticalized specific adposition. Examples (18)
and (19) are combinations with loanwords of Fulfulde. The set presented
above proves the general function of ɐ̀ in Fali.

2.6. Samba Duru
Samba Duru is a branch of Central Adamawa and consists of four
branches: Vere Gimme, Doyayo, Duru and Samba (Kleinewillinghöfer
2019). In Table 2, the overview of the Samba Duru Branch, as presented
on the Adamawa Language website (Kleinewillinghöfer 2019), is given.
The languages that will be further discussed within this survey are
underlined.
Kolbila and Samba Leeko belong to the Samba Branch of Samba
Duru. Kolbila is spoken by less than 6000 speakers in Northern
Cameroon along the main route from Ngaoundéré to Garoua, in the
mountains near and around the city of Poli in the canton of Bantadje.
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Samba-Duru language groups

Table 2

Vere (Verre)
Jango (= Mom Jango)
Vere Cluster (= Momi, Vere Kaadam)
Wɔmmu (= Wongi, Wɔŋgi)
Nissim-Eilim
Kobom, Karum (= Vere Kari), Danum
Vɔmnəm (Koma Vomni)
Gəunəm Cluster: Yarəm, Lim, Gbaŋrɨm, Baidəm, Zanəm, Ləələm; ...
Damtəm (Koma Damti); ...
Gəmme (Gimme) (Koma)
Gəmnəm (Gəmnime, Gimnime): Beiya, Gindoo;Riitime
Gəmme (Kompana, Panme) : Yəgme, Dehnime; Baanime
Doyayo
Doyayo (Dooya̰ a̰ yɔ) : Markɛ; Tɛ̰ɛ̰rɛ (of Poli); Tɛ̰ɛ̰rɛ (of the mountains)
Duru
Dii Cluster
Dugun (Paape, Sa)
Duupa (Paape)
Pere (Pɛrɛ, Kutin) : Gaziwaːlɛ, Nɔlti), ˀAːlti ; Zɔŋ Pɛrɛ (Potopo)
Lɔŋto (Voko, Woko)
Samba (Samba Leeko, Leko)
Samba Cluster
Mubaako (Məbaako, Mumbaako, Nyong)
Kolbila
Pɛrɛma (Wom)
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Samba Leeko is spoken in the North of Cameroon and in Nigerian in
the Eastern region of the Alantika Mountains (Fabre 2003).
Kleinewillinghöfer (2019) considers Doyayo as a dialect cluster
consisting of Markɛ; the dialect of Poli (Tɛ̰ɛ̰rɛ) and the Tɛ̰ɛ̰rɛ dialect
of the mountains around the city of Poli (Faro district) the dialect
cluster forms its own branch within the Samba-Duru group. There are
an estimated number of 18,000 native speakers (Wiering & Wiering
1994).
Pere and Dii belong to the Duru branch of Samba Duru. Dii or
Duru is spoken in the Northern Region and Adamawa Region of
Cameroon, mainly in Mayo-Rey Division, Tchollire Subdivision, Vina
Division, Ngaoundéré Subdivision and the North and East of
Ngoundere along the Main Route in direction to Garoua (Bonhoff
2014). With estimated 20,000 speakers, Pere is situated in the
Adamawa Region of Cameroon in the Northwestern region of Tignère
(Kastenholz 2011).
According to Kleinewillinghöfer (2019), the Gəmnəm subgroup of
the Gəmme Branch of Samba Duru is presented by Beiya and the close
related Riitime. Beiya and its Nigerian variant Gindoo are spoken in
the southern part of the Alantika Mountains and the adjacent foothills
and plains in Cameroon (Northern Region) and Nigeria (Adamawa
State) from Wangay (Cameroon) to Tantile (Nigeria). There are an
estimated 39,000 speakers for Beiya. Riitime is mainly spoken in
Ndingtere and its region at the foot of the Alantika Mountains close
to the Faro River.
2.6.1. Kolbila
Kolbila has a postposed adposition expressing spatial relations in
general. The postposition can be clitizised to a noun ((20), (21) and (25))
or it occurs as a free form bú ((22), (23) and (24)).
(20) ārkéēn yāā yīl=ú
woman come house=post
‘A woman comes to the house.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
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(21) mā zá
yīl=ú
1pl leave house=post
We leave the house.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
(22) nābsé dá tábə̀lə̀ bú
cat
be table post
‘The cat is on the table.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
(23) ārkéēn-à
dɔ̄d tábə̀lə̀ bú
woman-dim sit table post
‘The girl sits at the table.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
(24) mú dì nɛ̄d ɲáá
̰ d
̰ bú
2sg go hand left
post
‘You go to the left.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
(25) wàà àrváān-à dīī
Ø dá bās tɔ́l
bú bɛ̄əĺ l=ú
child male-dim stand 3sg be fence environment post up=post
‘The boy stands (upwards), he is next to the fence.’ (Littig,
fieldnotes)
The examples above underline the generality of the adposition in
regard to spatial deixis. Examples (20), (21) and (24) show that the
adposition is neutral in relation to direction. In (20) and (21), coming
to the house and leaving the house are equally marked by the adposition
clitized to the noun yíl (house). In example (24), the adposition takes
part in the complex expression of ‘left’ and indicates a direction too.
In examples (22) and (23), the adposition is even neutral in position.
Being on the table and sitting at the table is expressed in the same
way. Example (25) is a complex structure with an embedded clause
(underlined). The postposed compound bɛ̄ə́ll=ú, a spatial expression,
consisting of a noun and the adposition ú, describes the manner of the
action of the boy (to be upright). In general, the adposition is part of
complex spatial expressions indicating contact, adhesion and containment
(e.g. ‘in’, ‘above’, ‘behind’, ‘under’, ‘on’, ‘in front of’ etc.) as seen in
example (25) and the following examples.
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͡ m
(26) kɔ̀psè
dá
ɡbɔ́
pēēr=ú
crocodile be
monkey
behind=post
‘The crocodile is behind the monkey.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
(27) bə̀sè
dá
bīŋ
núm=ú
frog
be
stone
front=post
‘The frog is behind the stone.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
According to their function I analyze the postposed spatial expres
sions as secondary adpositions in terms of Hopper & Traugott (2003).
As the examples show they describe the position of the subject in
relation to a noun and are always postposed (and even follow the
general postposition, see example (25)).
2.6.2. Samba Leeko
Fabre (2003: 94ff.) describes a postposition dú similar to Kolbila’s
postposition ú. The postposition shows different variants. In final
position following a consonant it is realized as [ú]. In internal position
following a consonant it is [ə́]. Following a vowel in final position it
is realized as [rú] and following a vowel in internal position it is
realized as [rə́] (Fabre 2003: 94ff.). In the appendix to (Fabre 2003)
I found examples of the postposition directly cliticized to the noun
(28) or in complex spatial expressions as in example (30).
(28) sée Ø
záa
pìi
fɔ̀ɡ=ú
so 3sg get_up enter wild=post
‘So he gets up and enters to the wild.’ (Fabre 2003: 380)6
(29) Ø
kùm nāɡə̀l yíl
bə̄ wə=rə̀
ní
3sg sit
grinder head on there=post just
‘He just sits in front of the grinder.’ (Fabre 2003: 384)
(30) ʔên ʔɛ̀mà núm=ú
first walk in front=post
‘The first one walks ahead.’ (Fabre 2003: 384)
The examples are taken out of Fabre 2003 and translated to English. The
glosses are modified according to my own analysis.
6
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2.6.3. Dii
Bonhoff (2014: 150) refers to a suffix -lɨ́ that bears the function of
a spatial adposition like in the other languages presented above.
I question the analysis as a suffix. It is not restricted to a specific part
of speech, as presented in the examples. It bounds with nouns (31),
demonstratives (33), determiner (34), names (36), verbs (35), and
pronouns (37). Therefore, I would prefer to analyze it as a bounded
adposition rather than a suffix.
(31) à̰m̀
làà kaa=lɨ ́
sá
3sg.inj go village=post mp.inj.neg
‘Don’t go to the village.’ (Bonhoff & Boyd 2003: 8)
(32) bàʔá Ø
dɨ kaa=lɨ ́
dad 3sg be village=post
‘Dad is in the village.’ (Bonhoff & Boyd 2003: 14)
(33) hág
á yɛ̀=lɨ ́
ground on dem=post
‘Here on the ground.’ (Bonhoff 2010: 188)
(34) bà
à
bab hḛḿ tóó=lɨ ́
kə́d
plant 3sg field place a_certain=post different
‘He plants a field at a different place.’ (Bonhoff 2014: 97)
(35) bəd yə́ʔɨ ́=lɨ ́
mud dig=post
‘In digging in the mud.’ (Bonhoff 2010: 185)
(36) mbə̀ə=
̀ lɨ ́
Mbé=post
‘In Mbé.‘ (Bonhoff 2010: 185)
(37) vòò=lɨ ́
3pl.at=post
‘At their’s (At their house).’ (Bonhoff 2010: 185)
I could extract several spatial expressions (e.g. àwʉlɨ́ ‘there’, kaʔɨ́
‘next to’, kɔɔɡɨ́ ‘behind’, nagɨ́ ‘in hand’) consisting of one part of
speech (i.e. demonstrative or noun) and the element lɨ́ (Bonhoff 2014).
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The examples and the spatial expression suggest that lɨ́ is an adposition,
which functions as a general marker of spatiality analogous to the
adpositions ú of Kolbila and dú of Samba Leeko.
2.6.4. Pere
According to Kastenholz (forthcoming), Pere (Pèdè, Pɛrɛ or Pɛdɛ) only
has postpositions. There is a free form tī expressing spatial relations
in general (examples (38) and (39)).
(38) bāléː, wàːl
də́ː tī, yíd
ɡá pém tə̀-ŋ̄
ɡím
before village one post person foc all see-ipfv misery
‘Once upon a time in a village, all the folks were living in misery.’
(Kastenholz, fieldnotes)
(39) wàːl
zèŋ
tò tī
pém, və̄ kìː-ŋ̄
village backside pl post all 3pl hear-ipfv
vādə́m yāɡ
bə́ː-dì
cild.pl mouth
cry-vn
‘Behind any of the villages, one could hear [the voice of] children
crying’ (Kastenholz, fieldnotes)
In spatial deictic expressions it follows a head noun within a genitive
construction (example 40). Example (40) specifies the direction (ahead,
in front of). tī is obligatory in these complex deictic expressions.
(40) nén tī
front post
‘in front of’
2.6.5. Doyayo
Doyayo has two postpositions marking spatiality in general. The
clitizised lɛ̄ that is phonological bound and the free form dú. The
language also shows a preposition á indicating direction. In example
(41) á is translated as ‘at’ by Wiering & Wiering (1994) but expresses
directionality. The postposition dú is translated as ‘in’. Considering
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sentence (42) the translation from dú to ‘in’ makes no sense at all, as
there is no containment expressed. I therefore prefer to analyze it
as a general spatial marker. The case of á is similar confusing as it is
used in (41) to express directionality but translated as ‘at’. à precedes
the place it relates to, whereas lɛ̄ and dú are postposed. The adpositions
are not described by the authors in detail.
(41) i᷄ s
Ø wɛ̄ɛ ̄
á ɡí
lɛˈ=lɛ̄
goat 3sg returned dir 3sg.poss place=post
‘The goat went home (to her place).’ (Wiering & Wiering 1994: 203)
(42) mɔ́
yɛ᷄ l dú
2sg.poss back post
‘On your back.’ (Wiering & Wiering 1994: 204)
2.6.6. Beiya
Beiya is one of the class languages within the Samba Duru family. It
has 10 noun classes. It has no locative class as such but a k-class
containing nouns like ‘place’, ‘mountain’, or ‘room’ (Kleinewillinghöfer
forthcoming; Dieu & Perrois 2016). In Beiya a postposed adposition
Cə̄ marks general spatial relations. The postposition is combined with
a preceding consonant (r/p/l/other). 7 Within the noun phrase the
adposition Cə̄ follows the noun it relates to and is phonologically bound
as shown in the examples (43) to (46).
(43) mī yɔ̀ɔ̀ mīń
rā-à=<r>ə̄
1sg be 1sg.poss house-cl=<c>post
‘I am in my house.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
(44) wáá yɔ̀ɔ̀ tēèˀ=<p>ə̄
child be wood=<c>post
‘The child is on the table.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
Currently I neither have a satisfying explanation for the choice of the pre
ceding consonant nor the question if it is an element of the noun or the postposition.
7
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In the following example a complex spatial deictic construction is
represented involving a source and a direction (goal). The direction is
marked by another adposition sə̄ in combination with ə̄ forming a
circumposition, comparable with the circumposition Kramer (2014)
mentions for Fali (section 2.5) and the structure of the Longuda
adpositions (section 2.1).
(45) ʔūū wát rā-à=<r>ə̄
sə̄ ɡbīì-l=<l>ə̄
1p go house-cl=<c>post dir river-cl=<c>post
‘We go from (the) house to (the) river.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
There are some spatial expressions that contain the adposition (see
Table 3). Some free forms that function as spatial postpositions specify
spatial deixis (on, under etc.) do not contain the adposition ə̄. In
structures expressing spatial relations like example (46) the spatial
adposition precedes the specifying expression.
(46) tēèˀ=<p>ə̄ dīī
tree=<c>post under
‘Under the tree’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
In Table 3 I list the specific spatial expressions that are recorded
so far (Kleinewillinghöfer forthcoming; Littig forthcoming) and mark
if they contain the spatial adposition or not. Out of eight expressions
half is formed of a combination with Cə̄. The expressions that are not
combined with Cə̄ take at least part in a structure involving the
adposition Cə̄ as presented in (46).
2.6.7. Riitime
Riitime is a noun class language with 10 differing nouns classes
including K-classes like Beiya. (Kleinewillinghöfer forthcoming). The
language has an adposition o that is phonologically bound. It causes a
gemination of the final consonant and is sensitive to tonal changes
according to the preceding tones as shown in the examples.
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Table 3

Beiya spatial expressions
Specific spatial expression Meaning

à-kə̄
róˀ
gá-lə̄
bɛ́-kə̄-p
mɨ ̄ŋgɨ ̀-bə̄
dīī
pàā
pàāí

‘close to’
‘in’
‘outside’
‘next to’
‘in front of’
‘under’
‘on’
‘above’
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Cə̄

yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no

(47) yāk yɔ̀ɔ̀ dú-l=ló
cat be hole-cl=post
‘A cat is in the hole.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
(48) yírí-wàà-bīrí
ʔā wūń
rāà
nɨ ̄-ŋ=ɡò
human-child-male dem 3sg.poss house front-cl=post
‘This man is in front of his house.’ (Littig, fieldnotes)
Spatial expressions e.g. nɨ̄-ŋ=ɡò ‘in front of’, see example (48)
are combined with the postposition o and part of the k-class.

3. Conclusion
The empirical comparative study presented here was based on the
following questions:
1. What kind of adpositions does the language have?
2. Is there an adposition expressing spatiality in general?
3. If yes what form, position and variants does it have?
4. Do these adpositions take part in spatial expressions (‘in’, ‘on’,
‘at’, ‘above’ etc.)?
5. Are there formal similarities all over the Adamawa language
group or in specific subgroups?
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The results for questions 1 to 4 are summed up in the following
tables. Table 4 presents the Samba Duru languages. In Table 5 the
remaining languages are shown. The results presented in the table and
the questions will be discussed in the course of the following summary.
Table 4

The survey’s results for Samba Duru
Samba Duru
Samba

1.
2.
3.
4.

Duru

Kolbila Samba
Dii
Leko
Post
Prep, Cir, Post ? (Post)
yes
yes
yes
ú
dú
lɨ ́
yes
yes
yes

Doyayo

Pɛrɛ
Post
yes
tī
yes

Gəmme

Beiya

Riitime

Prep, Post Post, Cir Post
yes
yes
yes
á, lɛ̄, dú ē/ə̄
ō/-ō
yes
yes
yes

Table 5. The survey’s results for Fali, Kebi-Benue, Bua and Mumuye

1.
2.
3.
4.

Longuda

Fali

Kebi-Benue

Mumuye

Guyuk, Deele
Prep, Cir
yes
á
yes

Fali of
Prep, Cir
yes
ɐ̀
yes

Mundang
Prep
yes
kə̀
yes

Bua
Nganha Mbum Lwàa
Prep
Post
?
?
à, bí
nè
?
?

Zing Dialect
Prep, Post
yes
á, ni
?

As summarized in Table 4 the Samba Duru languages mainly show
postpositions. For Samba Leeko there are prepositions and circum
positions mentioned too. Doyayo has prepositions and postpositions
which can be combined to express specific spatial relations. All
languages have one adposition expressing spatiality in general. The
adposition occurs in different phonological forms throughout the
language group. It can be phonologically bound or appear as a free
form. In most languages it occurs as a free form or bounded clitic as
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well. In general, the adpositions takes part in spatial expressions, either
as a part within the construction (i.e. Pere) or forming a compound
(i.e. Kolbila). The phonological forms vary throughout the group, there
is no common form across the languages. The Gəmme languages
slightly differ in the phonological form of their adposition from the
whole group and to each other. This is surprising, as they are close
related variants. Kolbila, Samba Leeko and Doyayo show a similar
spatial adposition (d/r-)ú although Doyayo is special in the sense that
it shows three different adpositions. Due to the lack of data the results
for the remaining languages (besides Mundang and Fali) cannot be
analyzed as complete as the languages of the Samba Duru group.
Especially for the question of whether the spatial adpositions take part
in expressions for specific spatial relations could not be answered in
detail. Fali and Kebi Benue languages all show prepositions but Fali
has one circumposition, similar to Doyayo or Samba Leeko. Lwàa of
the Bua-Group has postpositions. Mumuye shows a preposition and
postpositions as well, spatial expressions are postposed as well. A clear
result of this micro-survey is that all languages have an adposition
expressing spatial relations in general. These adpositions vary in form
and position. The position cannot be predicted by word order as shown
in the examples for the Samba Duru group. All languages have SVO
word order but the adpositions are postposed.
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Abbreviations
1 — first person
2 — second person
3 — third person
C — consonant
ccg — change of common ground
cir — circumposition
cl — class marker
cop — copula
dem — demonstrative
dim — diminutive
dir — direction
e — emphatic
foc — Focus marker
ind — indicative
inj — injunctive
ipfv — imperfective

— locative
— logophoric singular
logp — logophoric plural
mp — marker of proposition
neg — negation marker
poss — possessive
post — postposition
prep — preposition
pl — plural
pla — pluractional
prog — progressive
q — question marker
quot — quotative
s — subject
sg — singular
vn — verbal noun
loc

logs
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